Curriculum vitae of

Andrea Gasperini

Areas of Expertise
Labour Law.

Education
Law Degree at Alma Mater Studiorum Bologna in December 2019, with
a thesis entitled “The effects of the verdict 194/2018 on the discipline of
the Jobs Act”.
Gratuated from Liceo Scientifico Guglielmo Marconi, Pesaro, in 2014.
Work Experience
From June 2020
Accepted into “Fabbrica dei talenti” project promoted by ADAPT
Foundation
Previous Occupations:
Traineeship at the Court of Pesaro alongside a judge specialized in civil
and labour law
Professional Skills
During my traineeship experience, I had the opportunity to follow daily
an experienced judge.
I learned how to study a legal dossier and how to find bibliographic and
jurisprudential material, useful for setting up and correctly resolving
practical cases.
I was allowed to assist in hearing especially regarding labour cases of
dismissal. This experience allowed me to better develop my
understanding of the theory and practice behind this type of cases.
Language Skills
Good understanding of written and spoken english.
Level

B1

IT Skills
Good knowledge of the Office programmes
Personal and Social Skills
I am comfortable in relating withing groups where different individuals
have to coexist and converge to pursue a common goal.
In group dynamics, I can give my contribution and I’m always
considerate of the work of others.
I believe I have good management and coordination skills and I get
satisfying results when I am entrusted with organizational tasks,
prioritizing the central elements of the work and removing the
superfluous.
My university experience was crucial to improve my rhetoric and my
dialectic, helping me to express myself clearly and concisely.

Non-professional Interests
I have a vivid interest in the cultural sphere and I have always been
strongly committed to the improvement of my knowledge, which I
consider essential for the development of the individual, through the
approach to various subjects outside of my curriculum.
I usually spend my spare time reading, especially novels ranging from
classical to contemporary writers, or listening to music.
Other interests I try to cultivate in my free time are music, cinema and
sport. Since high school I’ve always been fascinated by critics and
journalism so, nowadays, I occasionally write articles on internet pages
dedicated to technical and sporting analysis trying to satisfy my passion
as a writer.

